
Levelling the playing field & 
changing mindsets

Meet the Hard-Hatted Women Engineers who are breaking away from the norm and 
successfully handling significant roles from operations, logistics, security, finance etc. at 
Tata BlueScope Steel’s state-of-art plants across India, producing world-class steel.
Manufacturing industry has traditionally been a man’s world by way of social-
conditioning or lack of awareness. With more and more women on shopfloor,  
Tata BlueScope Steel aspires to have one of the highest gender diversity ratios, especially 
considering its presence in remote areas of the country, enabling opportunities for women 
from these locations.
Let us hear some of these women what it means to defy trends and break the glass 
ceiling.

Abirami R,
Diploma Apprentice-Operations

Dreaming big has always been the secret 
weapon for Abirami, an apprentice, whose 
core job is to make sure the facilities are 
up and operational. What she likes about 
her job is the variety that keeps her going.  
"Every day isn’t the same.  We work under 
different situations every time with new 
challenges. The more technical it gets, the 
better for me to think for its solutions. And 
when you have that passion, success does 
follow.”
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Priyanka Kumari, 
Diploma Trainee – Quality Assurance

“Engineering really inspires me in many ways 
than one. It is a medium through which we 
seek answers for making things happen. I’d 
say that, to gain knowledge about real and 
practical world, then engineering is the best 
thing to happen to anyone.!”

Shri Vinitha,  
Diploma Apprentice Operations
Vinitha joined the company within the operations division. She comes from a 
small village and believes that engineering is an area where women have many 
opportunities and should select the industry based on pure interest in the subject. 
Her typical day at the plant involves creating SOPs and focusing on productivity. 
She believes, "Women in engineering and manufacturing profession are physical 
different and this may be a challenge with most of us. However, with automation 
and modern technologies, things are changing.”

Maitri Choudhary, 
GET Operations

Maitri is a mechanical engineer who strongly believes that 
engineering is a profession that provides possible solutions 
to most of the problems in our day-to-day life. According to 
her, “I believe challenges appear when we decide not to face 
them, be it any profession. As far as we are determined and 
sincere towards our work and the working environment is 
safe and supportive, we may not face any challenges.” Maitri 
further adds, “Engineering or manufacturing as a career 
choice is completely a matter of passion and interest.” Tata 
BlueScope Steel recruited her for supply chain department, 
recently where Maitri is an important wedge between 
departments, involved in planning, dispatch and capturing 
customers’ requirements.


